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Mountaingoat Hunt  
Area 

690.000 acre 155 miles northwest of Prince George in the northern half of British Columbia. The area has 

beautiful mountains, lakes and rivers surrounded by endless forest. There are parts that have forest roads 

and logging activities and the larger share is untouched wilderness. Our trails are used on foot and by horse 

to get our guests to the best places for the hunt of a lifetime. There are also remote lakes that can only be 

reached by float plane.    

 

Best Dates 

September 01. to 07. or September 09. to 15.  

 

Preis/ Leistungen 

$8600 can for 7 full 1:1 hunting days from and to Prince George, BC. Included are transport from and to 

Prince George airport, accommodation and all meals in hunting area.  

Black bear, caribou, wolf and grizzly can be hunted in combination on a trophy fee basis. 

 

Extra cost: Licenses and tags, CITES ($30), HPF ($200), extra hunt day ($1000), trophy fees 

grizzly ($6000), black bear ($1600), caribou ($3500) and no charge for wolf.  

You should know: We will try our best to get the paperwork for each trophy in time for the 

departure. But some animals have to be inspected and at times the Permit Authorisation Bureau 

has a high volume of applications that might delay the process past a client’s departure time. 

 

Accommodation 

Main camp is comfortable cabins. While out there and in the alpine we stay in small tents.  
 

Example of a hunt day 

6:00 am Breakfast at the campfire.  

7:00 am we hike to good vantage points to glass the surrounding mountains. We pack snacks and water to 

spend the day out there and when we spot what we are after, we plan the approach and get the guest within 

shooting range. We plan to get back to the tent-camp at the end of each day but in unforeseen 

circumstances it can happen that we have to spend the night out there and we prepare for that too. 
  
In extreme weather situations or by unforeseen circumstances it can happen that we change areas to give 

the client the best possible chances to have a safe and successful hunt.     
 

 

 

 


